
Community Energy Efficiency Program 

Moorleigh Community Village 

Final Report 

Background 

In 2010, Council appointed Ironbark Sustainability to carry out energy audits of some 
of its community buildings.  Each audit identified a number of opportunities to 
implement energy saving initiatives to reduce energy consumption. 

One of the buildings selected was Moorleigh Community Village.  The Community 
Village is a vibrant community centre occupied by various community groups. This 
community village was originally Moorleigh High School. The school opened in 1967 
and was closed by the State Government around 1992, with the land being sold to 
the Moorabbin City Council for $2 million. 

In addition to providing a home for a number of community groups and a maternal 
and child health centre, Moorleigh Community Village is available for hire to a broad 
cross-section of groups and individuals in the community. The facilities provide 
access to a variety of leisure, educational and cultural activities. It is available for 
both regular and casual bookings. 

Community Energy Efficiency Program 

When the Community Energy Efficiency Program was announced by the Australian 
Government in 2012, Council saw a valuable opportunity to work with the 
Government to fund and implement energy saving initiatives in this well used and 
valued community building which would have long-term benefits, not only to Council 
and its community, but to the environment as well. 

In 2013, Council applied for and was successful in obtaining Community Energy 
Efficiency Program funding of $43,034.04 to fund 50% of the energy saving works.  
Council contributed the balance of $43,034.07 which enabled $86,068.11 of energy 
saving initiatives to be implemented. 

Works Implementation 

One of the key processes to ensure successful implementation of projects such as 
this is early consultation with key stakeholders.  In this case, the key stakeholders 
were: 

Denise Stavridis, Facilities Booking Officer, Recreation and Youth Services 
Department.  Denise has overall responsibility for the building. 



Rod McAdam, Community Centres and Transport Officer, Community Care 
Department.  Rod was responsible for the Senior Citizens groups that use the 
building. 

Catherine Young, Community Development Administration Officer, Department of 
Public Health and Community Development.  During the implementation of this 
project, Catherine took over responsibility from Rod for the Senior Citizens groups 
that use the building. 

Helen Cunningham, Maternal and Child Health Coordinator, Family and Children 
Services Department.  Helen is responsible for the Maternal and Child Health Centre 
within the building. 

It was significant that all of the above were enthusiastic about the project and all saw 
the long-term benefits.  Each officer was very supportive of the proposed works and 
the likely outcomes.  This was a key learning in that it is important that key 
stakeholders in a multi-use building such as this understand and are supportive of 
the overall objectives of the project.    

Once both parties had signed the Funding Agreement, a number of additional 
documents were submitted to the Department for their approval: 

• Risk Assessment and Risk Management Plan 
• Supplementary Information Report  
• Energy Usage and Efficiency Information 
• Waste Management Plan 

These documents were all approved by the Department in December 2012.  It was 
very helpful that draft documents could be submitted to Department staff for 
comment and informal approval prior to submitting final signed copies for formal 
approval.  Department staff always responded promptly when draft documents were 
submitted for comment and all comments were helpful in that each document, when 
formally submitted to the Department, was approved. 

The works were then broken down into packages and quotations obtained from 
Council’s contractors.  Quotations were sought in compliance with Council’s 
Procurement Policy and Procedures Manual (May 2012 Version). 

 

 

 

 

 



The following table summarises the contractors involved, the works implemented 
and the final cost: 

Contractor Works Cost (exc. GST) 
Urban Maintenance 
Systems 

Draft proof seven windows $240.77 

Harvey Norman One Upright Freezer $732.73 
Wallgates Electrical works $9,383.50 
Wallgates Electrical works $72,171.11 
Ironbark Sustainability Energy Assessment $1,790.00 
Alternative Technology 
Association 

Two Community 
Workshops 

$1,750.00 

Total $86,068.11 
 

Changes to Project 

During the implementation of the works, a number of changes were made to the 
proposed works as agreed in the Funding Agreement.  These changes were 
discussed and agreed by the Department and, as a result, a Deed of Variation was 
prepared and signed by both parties.  A summary of the changes is in the table, 
below: 

Original Proposal Revised Proposal Reason for change 
Enable power-save on all 
photocopiers. 

No action Current copiers already fitted with 
Energy Saver technology 

Program all computers to go 
into standby mode after 10 
minutes of inactivity. 

No action All Council computers already 
programmed to go into standby mode 

De-lamp 170 x 36W T8 
fluorescent tubes throughout 
the building in over-lit areas 
to comply with AS/NZS 
1680.1:2006 (Interior and 
workplace lighting standards) 
and replace 678 x 36W T8 
fluorescent tubes with 25W 
Aura Long Life T5 tubes, 
converters and reflectors, 
and clean fittings. 

All fittings replaced 
and each fitting 
supplied with 25W 
Aura Long Life T5 
tubes 

A trial was carried out in one room 
where existing fittings containing 
three tubes were de-lamped to two 
tubes and the two tubes replaced 
with Aura Long Life T5 tubes.  The 
results did not meet expectations so 
it was decided to replace the fittings 
at the same time as replacing the 
tubes.  In the trial, the light output 
was as expected.  A further 
advantage is that it is not possible to 
re-lamp inadvertently in the future. 

Replace 10W tubes with 3W 
LED lights in 20 x EXIT signs  

 

No action Since the Energy Audit was 
completed in 2010, all Exit signs 
have been updated to Cold Cathode 
technology.  This was completed 
prior to signing the Funding 
Agreement. 

Replace 2 x 50W halogen 
downlights with 2 x 12W LED 
downlights 

No action Completed prior to signing the 
Funding Agreement 



Replace 10 x 400W halogen 
downlights with 10 x 23W 
CFLs 

6 x Par 38s with 6 
x 23 Watt CFL 
1 Watchman with 2 
x 23 Watt CFL 

There was concern that the light 
output from 23 Watt CFLs would not 
be adequate to provide a safe level of 
lighting, bearing in mind the age of 
many of the building users.  It was 
therefore decided to retain all 400 
Watt down-lights.  Other outdoor 
lights were identified and changed to 
more energy efficient technology. 
 

Draught proofing 3 windows 
in the Centre and North 
wings of the building. 

Draught proofing 7 
windows in the 
Centre and North 
wings of the building. 

The contractor implementing these 
works advised Council that there 
were seven windows that required 
draft-proofing 

Replacement of 6 x existing 
refrigerators with 6 x energy 
efficient refrigerators. 

Replace three 
fridge/freezers with 
one freezer 

This recommendation was reviewed 
by Council and it was decided to: 

• Not replace three 
fridges/freezers as they 
belonged to tenants 

• Reduce the number of 
Council fridges/freezers from 
three to one and replace it 
with a more energy efficient 
freezer 

Replacement of the ring 
main hot water system by a 
suitably qualified contractor 
with: 

 7 x 50L electrical 
systems; and 

 2 x gas systems in 
the two high-use 
kitchens,  

and provision of evidence of 
functional operation and paid 
invoices to the Department, 
in relation to the hot water 
system replacement. 

No action Works completed prior to signing of 
the Funding Agreement 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Actual Works Implemented 

The following table lists the actual energy efficiency works that were implemented: 

Item Cost (exc GST) 
Replace 345 fluorescent tube fittings with new diffused fittings 
complete with Aura Eco Saver Long life tubes.  Triple fittings 
replaced quadruple fittings, double fittings replaced triple fittings 
and single fittings replaced double fittings in over-lit areas 

$72,171.11 

Replace three incandescent globes with three compact 
fluorescent globes 

$72.50 

Installed motion and light sensors in four toilets $3,400.00 
Replace six outdoor PAR38s with six x 23 Watt compact 
florescent outdoor lights and replace one watchman light with two 
23 Watt compact florescent outdoor lights 

$1,452.00 

Install three outdoor light sensors $1,955.00 
Install ambient light sensor in North Wing Kitchen $940.00 
Prepare and submit Waste Management Plan $434.00 
Draft-proof seven windows $242.00 
Replace one freezer $732.00 
 

Post Works Implementation 

Following completion, the works were inspected by Council staff and all invoices 
approved for payment.  Key stakeholders were asked if there were any operational 
issues with the works.  They were also asked to report on any issues that may arise 
in the future. No issues were reported following the initial consultation after the 
completion of the works. Four months after the completion of the works, only one 
issue has been raised.  Some of the building users expressed concern that the 
sensor lights may go out in the toilets while they are still in use.  These building 
users were suitably reassured and the issue has not been raised again. 

In June 2013, Ironbark Sustainability, who carried out the energy audit in 2010 and 
the baseline energy use in 2012, were appointed to assess the energy use of the 
building following completion of the works.  Their report is attached.  

Council’s Sustainability Department organised two Community Workshops to 
demonstrate to the community the benefit of the works. 

The two community workshops were held on 23 and 26 June 2013 from 2.30pm to 
4pm at the Boyd Room, Carnegie Library, 7 Shepparson Avenue, Carnegie. 

The workshops were publicised as follows. 

• Email to sustainability contact list on 14 June 2013  
• Letter to tenants at Moorleigh Community Village on 6 June 2013  
• On hold message tape on 1 June 2013  
• Glen Eira and Caulfield Leader Newspaper 4 and 5 June 2013  



• Glen Eira News June 2013  
• Glen Eira Website (twice - one page for each date) June 2013  

 

The site and timing of the workshops were chosen for the following reasons: 

• Carnegie Library is very close to public transport 
• As it was winter, daytime sessions were chosen as it is often difficult to 

encourage the community to attend meetings after dark.  Similar community 
meetings are normally held in summer evenings where attendances of around 
20 are expected. 

The presenter of both workshops was John Knox from the Alternative Technology 
Association.  John is ATA’s technical specialist and is an electronics design 
draftsman, electronics researcher and a systems administrator. 

The number of people who attended each session was as follows: 

Sunday 23 June 2013 – 8 people  

Wednesday 26 June 2013 – 7 people  

Typical questions asked by audience were as follows: 

 

• What type of lights should I replace my halogen down-lights with 
to be more energy efficient? 

• What is the best type of draught door seal? 
• What is the most energy efficient air conditioner/heater on the 

market? 
• How important are pelmets above curtains? 
• Do standby controllers save money? 
• Are some water saving shower heads better than others? 
• Should I put a motion sensor on my front door light?  Will it save 

me much energy? 
• Are smart meters a good idea?  

 

Following completion of the works, suitable signage was installed throughout the 
building which: 

 advises users of the works; 

 demonstrates the environmental benefits of the works; and 

 advises users of new operational features (i.e. movement sensors). 



Finally, an article will appear in the August 2013 edition of Glen Eira News which 
explains the benefits of the works and acknowledges funding from the Australian 
Government’s Community Energy Efficiency Program. 

Benefits 

The overall objective of this project was to maximise energy savings but, at the same 
time, ensuring that the building continues to operate as a high-quality operational 
building for the benefit of the various community groups and organisations that use 
it.  To date, this has been achieved.  The building is used by a large number of 
people every day and, to date, there have been no adverse comments on any aspect 
of the works.   

An additional benefit is that energy saving initiatives that the community can 
implement in their own homes can be demonstrated to community members who 
use the building. 

Council closely monitors energy usage at all its buildings but, in particular, buildings 
where energy saving initiatives have been implemented.  This will be the case at 
Moorleigh Community Village.  As the works have only recently been implemented, it 
is too early to say if the anticipated energy savings have been realised. 

It should be noted that when Council has implemented energy saving initiatives in 
other buildings, there has been operational issues with some of the changes.  This 
was not the case with this project. 

Project Evaluation 

The objectives of this project were: 

• to increase the energy efficiency of this community-use building; and 
• demonstrate and encourage the adoption of improved energy management 

practices within Council, organisations and the broader Glen Eira community. 

Council appointed Ironbark Sustainability to carry out an energy consumption 
analysis after the completion of the works.  The three tables, below, summarise 
energy consumption both before and after the works together with an estimate of 
energy saving: 

 

 

 

 

 



Moorleigh Community Village - Energy Consumption Profile 
Table 1 - Estimated Consumption Before Energy Saving Initiatives Implemented 

Operational 
Category 

Annual 
Energy Use, 
MJ 

Annual Energy 
Efficiency, MJ/mᶟ 

Annual 
cost, $ 

Annual Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions, kg 

HVAC 1,491,803 358 $27,911.00 113,793 
Appliances 66,208 16 $4,914.00 24,644 
Hot Water 148,337 36 $3,395.00 26,147 
Lighting 204,966 49 $13,457.00 76,293 
Refrigeration 18,634 4 $675.00 6,936 
Total 1,929,948 436 $50,352.00 247,812 

     Moorleigh Community Village - Energy Consumption Profile 
Table 2 - Estimated Consumption After Energy Saving Initiatives Implemented 

Operational 
Category 

Annual 
Energy Use, 
MJ 

Annual Energy 
Efficiency, MJ/mᶟ Annual cost 

Annual Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions, kg 

HVAC 1,471,208 353 $26,343.00 106,127 
Appliances 66,208 16 $4,914.00 24,644 
Hot Water 148,337 36 $3,395.00 26,147 
Lighting 102,459 25 $6,881.00 38,137 
Refrigeration 18,634 4 $675.00 6,936 
Total 1,806,846 433 $42,209.00 201,991 

     Moorleigh Community Village - Energy Savings 
Table 3 - Estimated Energy Saving  
Operational 
Category 

Annual Energy 
Savings, MJ Annual savings 

Annual Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions Savings, kg 

HVAC 20,595 $1,568.00 7,666 
Appliances 0 $0.00 0 
Hot Water 0 $0.00 0 
Lighting 102,507 $6,576.00 38,156 
Refrigeration 0 $0.00 0 
Total 123,102 $8,143.00 45,821 

 

While the actual energy savings will continue to be evaluated, the building will be 
used to demonstrate to other Council departments who manage buildings and to 
organisations that manage and use Council buildings (e.g. kindergartens) the 
advantages of installing similar energy saving initiatives. 

As there have been no operational issues with any of the works, Council will 
continue to learn from the experiences gained in this project to ensure that similar 
initiatives will be implemented in other Council buildings.  In addition, Council is now 



in a position where it can offer advice to the community, particularly those community 
groups which occupy Council buildings but who are responsible for their own utility 
bills. 

As stated above, Council will continue to monitor energy use both before and after 
the works to ensure that the objectives of this project are met.  In addition, Council 
will continue to monitor and evaluate new technology, including carrying out trials, to 
ensure that its buildings continue to be as energy efficient as possible. 

Budget 

Throughout the process, Council ensured that the Glen Eira community and the 
Australian Government received value for money by ensuring that all procurement 
complied with the Local Government Act 1989 and Council’s Procurement Policy.  
The works were completed within the Budget agreed in the revised Funding 
Agreement.     

Conclusion 

The main outcome from this project was to install energy saving initiatives that would 
provide ongoing savings in energy use in the building.  This has been achieved.  
Other outcomes are the demonstration of energy saving initiatives that can be 
implemented in other Council buildings and in the homes and businesses of the Glen 
Eira community.  The project demonstrates how both the Australian Government and 
Glen Eira City Council have worked collaboratively to provide ongoing energy 
savings in this well used and appreciated community building.     



Attachment B 

Project Energy Efficiency Improvement Template 

PROJECT TITLE  Moorleigh Community Village – Community 
Energy Efficiency Program 

PROJECT ID CEEP 1014 

FUNDING RECIPIENT Glen Eira City Council DATE 31 July 
2013 

 
Building, Facility or Site 1 

Name of Building, Facility or Site 
1 Moorleigh Community Village  

Location (address) 90-92 Bignell Road, Bentleigh East  VIC  3165   

Type of building, facility or site Community Use Building 

Activity Type and Measure 

The following actions were implemented at the Village: 

1. Replace 345 fluorescent tube fittings with new 
diffused fittings complete with Aura Eco Saver Long 
life tubes.  Triple fittings replaced quadruple fittings, 
double fittings replaced triple fittings and single fittings 
replaced double fittings in over-lit areas. 

2. Replace three incandescent globes with three 
compact fluorescent globes. 

3. Installed motion and light sensors in four toilets. 
4. Replace six outdoor PAR38s with six x 23 Watt 

compact florescent outdoor lights and replace one 
watchman light with two 23 Watt compact florescent 
outdoor lights. 

5. Install three outdoor light sensors. 
6. Install ambient light sensor in North Wing Kitchen. 
7. Prepare and submit Waste Management Plan. 
8. Draft-proof seven windows. 
9. Replace one freezer. 

Energy Efficiency Estimate 
Method 

Energy efficiency estimates are based on the results of two 
AS3598 compliant Level 2 Energy Audits conducted by 
Ironbark Sustainability in 2010 and 2013. In accordance with 
AS3598 energy loads have been estimated on the basis of 
equipment specifications, counts and estimates of individual 
loads, and also hours of operation based on plant hours and 
occupancy hours where applicable. 

Baseline Energy Usage 

1. Replace 3 incandescent lamps with compact 
fluorescent lamps: 589.7 MJ/annum 

2. Install 2 motion light sensors: 15759.4 MJ/annum 
3. Delamp lights in overlit areas: 57355.3 MJ/annum 



4. Replace all outdoor incandescent Par38 spotlights, 
halogens and watchmen with CFL spotlights and 
install motion sensors: 45916.4 MJ/annum 

5. Replace ring main hot water system with individual hot 
water systems: 316468.9 MJ/annum 

6. Install ambient light sensor for North Wing Kitchen: 
5054.4 MJ/annum 

7. Block gaps in 3 Centre Wing and North Wing 
windows: 95256.0 MJ/annum 

8. Replace all T8s with Aura Long Life T5s, convertor 
and reflector, and clean fittings. Delamp where lights 
exceed Australian Standards and site users are 
comfortable with action: 105037.1 MJ/annum 

9. Upgrade some of the fridges and clean compressors 
and motors: 23040.0 MJ/annum 

10. Replace all non-LED EXIT signs upon expiry of 
existing 10W tubes: 6918.9 MJ/annum 

Total baseline energy usage for ALL measures: 671,396.1 
MJ/annum. 

Baseline Energy Efficiency 

1. Replace 3 incandescent lamps with compact 
fluorescent lamps: 0.14 MJ/m2/annum 

2. Install 2 motion light sensors: 3.78 MJ/m2/ annum 
3. Delamp lights in overlit areas: 13.76 MJ/m2/ annum 
4. Replace all outdoor incandescent Par38 spotlights, 

halogens and watchmen with CFL spotlights and 
install motion sensors: 11.01 MJ/m2/ annum 

5. Replace ring main hot water system with individual hot 
water systems: 75.91 MJ/m2/ annum 

6. Install ambient light sensor for North Wing Kitchen: 
1.21 MJ/m2/ annum 

7. Block gaps in 3 Centre Wing and North Wing 
windows: 22.85 MJ/m2/ annum 

8. Replace all T8s with Aura Long Life T5s, convertor 
and reflector, and clean fittings. Delamp where lights 
exceed Australian Standards and site users are 
comfortable with action: 25.19 MJ/m2/ annum 

9. Upgrade some of the fridges and clean compressors 
and motors: 5.53 MJ/m2/ annum 

10. Replace all non-LED EXIT signs upon expiry of 
existing 10W tubes: 1.66 MJ/m2/ annum 

Total baseline energy efficiency for ALL measures: 161.04 
MJ/m2/ annum. 

Energy Efficiency Improvement 1. Replace 3 incandescent lamps with compact 
fluorescent lamps: 0.04 MJ/m2/ annum 



2. Install motion and light sensors in four toilets: 0.60 
MJ/m2/ annum 

3. Delamp lights in overlit areas: 5.32 MJ/m2/ annum 
4. Replace six outdoor PAR38s with six 23 Watts 

compact fluorescent outdoor lights and replace one 
watchmen light with two 23 Watts compact fluorescent 
and install three outdoor light sensors: 1.30 MJ/m2/ 
annum  

5. Replace ring main hot water system with individual hot 
water systems: 32.86 MJ/m2/ annum 

6. Install ambient light sensor for North Wing Kitchen: 
0.36 MJ/m2/ annum 

7. Block gaps in 7 Centre Wing and North Wing 
windows1: 16.74 MJ/m2/ annum 

8. Replace 345 fluorescent tube fittings with new 
diffused fittings complete with Aura Eco Saver Long 
life tubes.  Triple fittings replaced quadruple fittings, 
double fittings replaced triple fittings and single fittings 
replaced double fittings in over-lit areas: 16.82 MJ/m2/ 
annum 

9. Upgrade a fridge-freezer and a freezer with one 
freezer: 0.34 MJ/m2/ annum 

Total estimated baseline energy efficiency for ALL measures 
after implementation: 74.38 MJ/m2/ annum. This represents 
an energy efficiency improvement of 53%. 

Reporting Data (Measuring 
Energy Efficiency and Additional 
Data) 

Total area of building: 4169m² 
 
Building construction date: 1966 
 
Typical operating hours: 
Monday to Sunday: 9am to 10pm (average daily used 8 
hours) 
Total estimated annual hours of operation: 2080 hours 

Cost of Activity $86,068.11 

Estimated Cost Savings $9,238.00 per year 

 

                                                
1 Note that without knowing which windows have been draught sealed it is difficult to 
properly estimate what is the Energy Efficiency Improvement for this action. In this 
report, to be conservative it has been assumed that this action will save 5% of the 
Annual Energy Efficiency MJ/m2 of the boiler installed in the main plant room. 


	 advises users of the works;
	 demonstrates the environmental benefits of the works; and

